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ternal guidance and masculine vigor that it (apparently)
lacked, a deficiency that some argued had provided an
opening to corrupt gamblers and crooked ballplayers in
the first place. Frequently referred to as baseball’s dictator, Landis can also be seen as baseball’s surrogate fatherfigure, a strict disciplinarian who would not stand for insubordination or moral laxity from wayward ballplayers
(i.e., “boys”) (p. 64).

It’s so. Daniel A. Nathan’s Saying It’s So: A Cultural History of the Black Sox Scandal brings the eye of an
alert cultural critic and historian to diverse narratives of
1919 World Series and its aftermath to explore “questions
about historical representation, narrative, and collective
memory” and to investigate how we construct meaning
(p. 6). Another remarkable title in the University of Illinois’ Sport and Society series, Saying It’s So offers a suContemporary press accounts displayed little comperb example of the scholarly study of sport, and, hyper- passion for the ballplayers and, in conspirator Abe
bole aside, it is quite possibly the best book about the Attell’s words, offered simplistic stories of “cheaters
Black Sox since Eliot Asinof’s Eight Men Out(1963).
cheating cheaters” (p. 34), choosing to ignore labormanagement conflicts and professional baseball’s
Nathan’s cogent analysis opens with “history’s first
lengthy association with gambling. According to the
draft,” chronicling how the daily newspapers around the dominant narrative of the scandal, Nathan explains,
country reported the scandal as “a labyrinthine story of “eight ballplayers had defiled the national pastime, they
deception, betrayal, and moral disorder” (p. 11). In the were to be punished accordingly, their legacy was nothsocial climate of post-World War I uncertainty, tales of ing less than shame” (p. 58).
the Black Sox intersected several cultural concerns, including “the ’cleanliness crusade,’ crime, anti-Semitism,
In this vein, Nathan’s study compares F. Scott Fitzgermiddle-class masculinity, social class, labor relations, and ald’s The Great Gatsby and Nelson Algren’s “The Silverthe role of the mass media” (p. 12). Nathan demonstrates Colored Yesterday,” as well as Bernard Malamud’s The
how the news media’s construction of the fix created “a Natural and Asinof’s Eight Men Out to highlight how
stage on which the era’s version of (white) middle-class these texts engage our collective memories and countermasculinity was challenged, vigorously defended, and memories of the scandal. Even as early narratives conultimately reconstituted.” This “masculine melodrama” demned the ballplayers for their ignorance and their
disseminated a value-laden morality play, asserting that immorality and as Landis promoted the dominant verdirty ballplayers corrupted America’s once-pure sport (p. sion of the fix as the official history of the baseball es36). For Nathan, these narratives of baseball’s contami- tablishment, counter-memories emerged that challenged
nation served both as a cautionary tale to socialize young this “hegemonic version of the Big Fix”: “For those who
men and boys and as a classic crime story; in both, Judge saw him as a convenient scapegoat, as a sacrificial lamb,
Kenesaw Mountain Landis banishes the guilty players to as an icon of victimization–exploited by Comiskey, enpurify baseball and restore order and moral rectitude:
snared by (Jewish) city slickers, punished extralegally by
Landis–Jackson evoked powerful and resilient counterLandis, in short, provided baseball with the stern pa- memories of the Black Sox scandal” (p. 88). In one of
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